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Who d ares to teach must
never cease to learn

Ref lee t or
EDUCATE

PeLc:r Barrett, a senior at
Newark State College, has been
named New Jersey state chairman for the Collegiate Council
for the United Nations, The announcement of ihis appointment
was made in early August by
Clifford Henry, regional chairman for the CCUN Middle Atlantic r egion, comprising the
states of Delaware, Maryland,
Pennsylvania and New Jersey
and the District of Columbia,
A second New Jersey student,
Carylmead Tryon of Montclair
State, wiis appointed assistant .
regional director.
LEADERSHIP INSTITIJI'E
Barrett, Henry, and Miss Tryon were three of the hundred
partic_ipants in the CCUN Leadership Conference held from J une
11 to 18 on the campus of Sarah
Lawrence CoHege in Bronxville,
New York. The students, representing nearly eighty percent
of the states in the Union and
approximately seventy-five colleges and universities, spent the
week in discussion of the UN
activities and in conferring with
people noted for their work with
the United Nations, Two days were
also s pent at UN headquarters in
New Yor k City, ·
Others attending fr om Newark
State were Jim Haney, '62 and
Ken Meeks, '63,
Discussion groups on the Lawrence campus were li:nited to
nine categories, Included in these
were .Disarmament, the World
C our t, Africa, Europe, Latin
America, Asia and Human Rights,
The deliberations of these groups
were presented in resolution
form to the entire conference
for further discussion and debate
on the last day of the Saturdayto-Saturday conference,
One of the resolutions passed
by the Africa Committee, of which
Barrett was a member, called for
a more intelligent administration
of colonies in preparation for
their ultimate independence from
their colonizers. The resolution
cited the Belgian Congo as an
example of a colony about to
gain its independence which was,
in all probability, not ready for
it, partly through the failure of
the Belgian government to prepare the Congolese adequately for
this step.
Another resolution, passed by
the World Court committee, requested the U.S. to repeal the
Connally Amendment and submit
more of its disputes with foreign
powers to the World Court for
arbitration.
Other resolutions concerned
recognition of the Peiping regime
as the true representative of
"China" in the UN, and the extension of the powers of the
Trusteeship Council, as well as
a realignment of its membership,
Among the speakers to address
the conference were Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, speaking on
Human Rights, and Dr. Frank
Graham, currently involved as an
arbitrator in the Kashmir dispute between India and Pakistan,
speaking on the • difficulities of
arbitration. Dr , Graham referred
explicitly to the establishment of
Indonesia as an independent nation in 1948, in which he and two
others served as the Good Offices
Committee whose work was to
settle the Indonesia-Netherlands
dissension.
Dr. Ralphe Bunche also addressed the students, as well as
Mr, Vasily Kuznetsov, Russian
delegate to the United Nations,
and Mr, R, J. Mitra, Indian representative,
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South A111erica
Co-eds Attend
NSC Classes
For the first time in the history of the college, two South
American visitors have joined the
student body of NSC, The two
girls, Zuleika Mussi, of Florianopolis, Brazil, and Mika Mayoraz, of Sante F e, Argentina will
·be attending college here fo r the
academic year. Classified as
special students, both girls are
permitted to attend classes of
all levels,
Miss Mussi has completed one
and a half years of college at
the Faculdade Catarinense De
Filosofia where she was taking
courses in philosophy, which she
eventually plans to teach, The
daughter of two doctors, Miss
Mussi, has two brothers, aged
fifteen and twenty-three. His older brother, who also plans to be
a doctor, has one more year of
c ollege.
While she is attending NSC,
Miss Mussi plans to major in
American literature in order to
broaden her knowledge of past
and present American writers,
and their various styles, After
returning to Brazil, she plans
to attend a university there for
three years and complete her
educ ation,
Miss Mayoraz has already received a degree from the Academia de Lenguas Vivas and has
been teaching English on the
elementary school level for two
years. She plans to major in
early childhood cirriculum while
she is here.
Also the daughter of a doctor,
Miss Mayoraz was born in Cordoba, but has lived most of her
life in Santa Fe. She has one
younger sister who is sixteen
years old,
Both girls came here under
the auspices of the Institute of
International Education which
provides for many students of all
nations to come to study in the
United States. The arrangements
for the students were made by
Miss June Zuckerman, Regional
Chairman of the National Student
Association and Miss Joan Talias, NSC's coordinator for NSA.
The girls finances have been provided for by the Student Council.
A standing committee on foreign
students has been incorporated
into the college's NSA program.

Wilkins Urges
Student Action
College president Eugene Wilkins statedlastweek that he would
be ''glad" to see students take
a larger role in administrative
affairs on Newark State's
campus,
The comment was made in an
interview with a REFLECTOR
reporter in which the president
discussed the parking situation,
When asked if he thought it
feasible for students to assume
complete management of the
parking lot, he said that he would
be ''very happy to have them
take over'' provided they could
do so efficiently and effectively,
He added that as far as new·
parking regulations W<:!re- con cerned he was "perfectly willing
to go to bat for the students "
to have the laws changed. In
referring to the recently raised
parking fee of $5.00 and the law
that students living within two
miles of campus could not drive
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Last day for voting registration is September 29 -- don'1
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NSA Congress Supports Sit-Ins,
Condemns NDEA Loyalty Oath
At the Thirteenth National Student Congress, students from all
over the country passed resolutions pertaining to such topics
as desegregation, the National
Defense Loyalty Oath, the directives of president Clark Kerr
of the University of California
at Berkeley, and the House UnAmerican Activities Committee,
Meeting at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis Irom
August 22 through September 1,
the National Student Association
members voiced their opinions
on these matters, among others,
and spent four · days in legislative session debating them,
The r esolution on desegregation, referring specifically to the
Southern Negro student sit-ins,
which began last February 1,
commended all the organizations
that had expressed their support
of the Southern movement, In
particular, it thanked the National Scholarship and Service Fund
for Negro Students for "dedicating personnel and r esources toward assuring continued education of those students who, • •
were dismissed for their particjpation in non-violent demonsulations against segregation". The
r esolution went on to affirm its
belief in the inherent dignity of
the individual ,and recommended
that the national office of NSA
use every means in its power to
bring about universal recognition
of this dignity,
On · the National Defense Education Act, the Congress directed the national officers to·
use any means permissible to
repeal Section 1001 (f) of the
NDEA, which states:
''No part of any funds appropriated or made available for
expenditure . under authority of
this act shall be used to make
payments or loans to any individual (I) has executed and filed
with the commissioner an affidavit that he does not believe in,
and is not a member of and does
not support any organization that
believes in or teaches the overthrow of the United States government by force or violence or any
illegal or unconstitutional
methods, and (2) has taken or
ascribed to an oath or affirmation in the following form: I do
solemnly swear (or affirm) that
I will bear true faith and allegiance to the United States of America against all its enemies,
foreign and domestic, ''
The arguments offered at the
Congress against this provision
claimed that the affidavit itself
was unclear and that the entire
section presupposes the guilt of
anyone applying for a loan.
In the case of the University
of California at Berkeley, whose
president, Clark Kerr, had issued
directives to the effect that the
student government couldnottake
stands on "off-campus" issues,
the Congress stated that there
was an obvious violation of academic freedom involved, and that
-as far as students were concerned the distinction between
''on-campus" and "off-campus"
had little if any meaning, The
resolution passed argued that
''limiting the purpose of student
government to 'on-campus' issues is a danger in that it prevents the student government
from · fully representing the
student community."
The House Un-American Activities Committee . (HUAC) was
_accused of casting suspicion on
individuals and organizations by

Delegates debate at Minnesota..
the "assumption of guilt through
association," and disapproved of
the actions of tfle committee,
It also urged members of USNSA
to s upport revision or subsequent
abolition of HUAC.
The wor k of the Congress actually began a week before the
plenary sessions got under way.
Workshops and committee meetings were or ganiz~d to accomodate the 1200 students in attendance. The topics considered in
the wor kshops included Civil and
Human Rights, Institutional Analysis, Academic and Educational
Freedom, Purposes and Programs of Student Government,
Student Welfare, Community Involvement, Politic al Activity,
Non- Governmental Student Organizations,
Relations
with
Intern at ion a 1 Organizations ,
Student Exchange and T r avel,
Cam pus International Awar eness,
and Relations with International
Unions of Students,
In addition, sever al regional
caucuses wer e held, for the
benefit of students in large r egions who seldom found the opportunity to get together for discussion of important issues, and
for the smaller regions to plan
their presentations for the Congress.
Among the speakers to address
the Congress wer e Mr. Charles
Percy, president of Bell and
Howell Company, Mr. Victor
Reuther, brother and Adminis trative Assistant to Walter
Reuther, and Mr. George Romney,
president of American Motors .
Each
of thes e s p ea k e rs
agreed that America is facing
serious problems and they congratulated the members of
Congress for their interes t in and
concern for these problems ,
On Sunday, August 28th, the
students were enter tained by a
group of folk singers known as
the "Limelighters . "
.
The Newark St ate delegation
to the Congress was headed by
June Zuckerm a n, Regional
Chairman of NSA for New Jersey
Anthony Conte and J oan T alias,
all of whom served as official
delegates, Alternates: J ames Hynes, and Ellen Asselmeyer, and
observers were Eleanor Sobin,
Andrea Loomis and Peter Barrett,
· Conte also attended the preCongress Student Body Pres idents' Conference; Miss Talias
was at the NSA Coordinators
Conference. Miss Loomis and
Mr, Barrett wer e me mber s of
the St udent Editorials Affairs
Conference, Other r esolutions
concerned free expression of

ideas, the establishemnt of and
East-West cultural center , the
freedom and responsibility of the
s t udent press, the student r evolts in South Kor e a and Turkey,·
Algeria, Apartheid 1n South Africa and student- faculty-adntlnistration relations in educ ational
policy formation,

Editors Demand
''Free'' Press
Student editors decided that a
• 'free and vigorous press is essential to a democratic society,
• • ,and that the aims of the
student press cannot be fully
achieved UJ}less independance
from all forms of external inter! er.en c e or censorship is
maintained inviolate,"
This decision was made while
the editors were attending the
Student Editor ial Affairs
Conference at the University of
Minnesota, August 17-22.. It was
also resolved that the student
press must be completely self
directed, within the restrictions
of civil or criminal laws and ·be
permitted to operate free of all
s tudent or non-student adrriinistrative devices,
While noting t h e fact that
freedom of the press is essential
for good journalism, the editors
also r ecognized the respons ibility t h e y have to their
readers . Accuracy at all times,
and complete i mpartiality in all
news stories, plus maintenance
of an open forum for tpe free
expres sion of ideas, were considered by the editors to be an
integral part of good journalistic
practices,
Controversi al issues which
arose' during the past a<;:ademic
year and affected student editors
or the collegiate press were also
discussed at the editorial affairs
confer ence, At Brooklyn College,
the editor of the KINGSMAN resigned after the administration
refused to allow her to publish
a photograph of a campus
demons tration during a civil
defense drill. It was stated that
the photograph was objectionable
be cause the photographer had
v i o I a t e d college orders to
participate in the drill,
At the same college the
Faculty-Student Committee on
Publications removed an Associate Editor of the KINGSMAN,
following an attack on the college
which appeared in his farew ell
column.

(Continued ~n page 4, col. 2)
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Editorials
Freedom?
Five students . at Rutgers
University, undoubtedly laboring
under the misapprehension that
there is such .a thing as academic
freedom in the state colleges of
New Jersey, have attempted to
invite Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev to speak on the
Rutgers campus while he is in
the United States. The students
never invited Mr. Khrushchev
directly: they first secured the
permission of their university
president Dr. Mason Gross: they
subsequently wrote Secretary of
State Christian Herter to sound
him out on the poss,ibility of the
premier visiting Rutgers, This
is where the situation stands
now,
Throughout the state of New
Jersey, the. hue and cry and
general shocked disapproval that
has arisen is enough to make
Mr. Khrushchev more secure
in his conviction that he and
the Soviet Union will be happy
participants in our funeral. For
the question involved here is not
whether ·we approve of Mr.
Khrushchev's attitudes, but
whether we are strong enough in
o u r ow n belief in the fundamentals of democracy to be
exposed to him without subs e q u e n t conversion to his
philpsophy,
We are essentially involved in
a problem of academic freedom,
Had these five students the right
to request, through· the proper
channels, a visit from the head
of the country that is the United
States' formost antagonist? If
we are sincere in our belief
in democracy, there can be no
answer to this question but
"Yes".
The state congressmen who
have objected so vehemently to
the students' proposal have displayed, more than anyone ever
has before, that they do not
believe in the theories on which
democracy· is based, Freedom of
speech, and the belief in making .
use of this right, are two things
that no one may take away, For
they are rights, and surely the
students had every right to be
interested in Mr. Khrushchev -as
a lecturer. Dr, Gross had every
right to approve their interest.
This vile talk that he is to be
"investigated" for letting these
students go ahead with their plans
is probably the product of our
investigation-minded age, and
this, as psychologists may tell
you, is a sign of great insecurity,
Americans have nothing tofeel
insecure about, unless it is their
own ignorance, and lack of desire
to change this ignorance to
interest. The proposed invitation
to Mr. Khrushchev st(lllds as a
challenge to our oft-repeated
statement that this is the land of
freedom. It will be sad, indeed,
if any "investigation" of Dr,
Gross should be carried through,
for all he was doing was permitting a natural studentinterest
to grow, .
If the state congressmen are
seeking to stifle all thought, to
legislate which people have rights
and which have not, to refuse
to permit anything that does not
conform to their juvenile id.e as
of "Americanism", and in
general to make a lie
of democracy, they will succeed
if they make good , their petty
tirades against the five srudents
who dared to be different and
against the president of Rutgers
University,
It is a consummation devoutly
to be wished that they do not
succeed, and that the many others
who have supported them are
equally unsuccessful,

The Right To Vote
The right to vote is among
the most precious heritages of
the adult American, Quite a few
years ago, men were willing to
die so that this right might be
established, And quite recently,
other men were just as willing
to sacrifice their lives that this
right, among others, would be
preserved,
·
To refuse, or to neglect to

exercise, this right when able
to take advantage of it is to
refute Lincoln's statement that
"these men shall not have died
in vain". To ignore the obligations that are consistent with this
right is to practice barefaced
hypocrisy; on the one hand proclaiming the beauty of American
democracy, ·on the other hatt:I
slighting it severely.
The election this November is
an important one, primarily for
the fact that it is a presidential
election, l t is idiotic to take
refuge in the barbarous statement
''It's not who you vote for that
counts just as long as you vote".
Who you vote for certainly does
count. Voting intelligently, and
not for emotional or sentimental
reasons, is vitally important. But
there is plenty of time between
now and Election -Day to become
informed on the issues of .the
election, and everyone should become so informed. The choice
of candidate, unfortunately,
seems to be of the lesser of two
evils, which is all the more
reason for knowing ..exactly what
each believes in, To neglect to
be informed is an · essential
renunciation of the ideals that
are innate in American
democracy.
And don't forget this- in order
to exercise the right to vote this
year, you must be a registered
Voter. The last opporrunity to
do this is September 29, · All
those who have not done so should
be sure to register today.

Empty Places
lt is disconcerting, to say the
least, to note that four professors of last year ar.e not with us
this September• .
The math department has lost
Mr, Harold Stephens and Dr.
George McMeen, Their
departure from our faculty has
left a hole that can never be
filled, no matter how excellent
their successors, Those students
who had the experience of studying under these teachers will
realize fully the loss they and
Newark State have suffered,
In the Social I Studies department, Dr. Stuart Prall has gone,
after two years at Newark State
College, Dr. Prall has_left for
Queens College in New York.
Everyone who knew him or
studied under him will regret
his departure,
And Dr. Carl Hammen of the
Science Department is no longer
with us. Dr. Hammen brought
a great distinction to Newark
State last year when he was
awarded a National Science
· FoundaUon grant, He will be
long remembered by his former
students as a warm, gentle,
hum-,rous and intelligent' man,
We cannot, however, blame
these men for leaving Newark
State College. The pay · scale
here, even for such eminent professors as these, is decidedly
poor. Yet this is no direct fault
of the college, lt is rathei- the
fault of the educational system
in New Jersey, which for ces
men like these out of our state
colleges and into more lucrative
positions, That the state colleges
still manage to retain so many
excellent teachers is direct
praise of these same teachers'
extreme dedication to the
profession they have chosen: But
it is becoming more obvious daily
that even they must soon lose
their idealism in the face of the
realities of economics, It is a
tragic shame, but such is the
case, And Newark State has felt
the tragedy _sharply this year,

c~e to us with apparently no
consideration at all for the automobile drivers here, and their
arbitrariness justly raises cries
of ''taxation without representation". Once again it seems that
s tu dent interests have been
completely ignored, and the State
Department of Education should
be severely censured for it.
President Wilkins has agreed
to go speak to the State Education
Deparonent on behalf of student
interests if the students can
develop a specific counter-proposal that he can present at the
same time, lt would appear that
the Student Council bears an
important responsibility here,
and that · it coul9 realize its goal
of being a true student representative if it worked towards
a solution of the situation as it
now exists.
If the Student Council would
come up with a workable plan
that would- revolve around a
complete student management, it
would be presenting a beneficial
program in more ways than one. ·
A set-up of a StudentCourtwould
be very complementary to a
system such as this,
The Srudents at this college
have repeatedly been criticized
by some administration members
for lack of responsibility and
interest. Now, President Wilkins
has opened the door for the
srudents to prove this theory as
fallacious as it is, We hcipe
they succeed in doing so,

The Leaders Meet
Two weekends ago forty-four of
Newark State's student leaders
attended a leadership conference
at the Schiff Scout Reservation,
The details and discussions of
the meetings can be found elsewhere, but it is here that we
would like to express our
gratitude to the persons who
organized this conference and
carried it through to completion.
They did a wonderful job, and
devoted a large part of the
summer months to completing
plans for the conference,
Miss Betsy Davison. who will
probably wr ite- us a letter next
week denying she had any work
to do at all, was the faculty
advisor to the group, and the
work she did can not be overpraised,
She was very ably
assisted by three Student Council
m e m b er s, B a s i a Wel c h,
RosE:marie Piergrossi, and Ted
Wojtowicz, These latter three
cannot be thanked enough for
presenting Newark State's
leaders with a chance to get
together on their own cultural
island for two and a half days,
and thus facilitating an easy
exchange of ideas and opinions,

backgrounds and consequently,
have not been able to receive
the benefit of a continuous school
program, Part of the treatment
program at Janet Memorial consists of an education program
designed to assist the children
to make an adequate school adjustment in spite of previous
obstacles,
The education program consists of two main features. A
supervised study hall, equipped
with various reference materials, is maintained for two
hours of each school _·day. A
certified teacher is present to
give any assistance that may
be needed, A staff member is
available during this time to
assist the children in making
special school projects of the
arts and crafts type,
There is now a need for an
additional type of service to imTHE PARKING SITUATION
prove the educational program
for the children, Many of the chilDear Editor,
dren require individual help in
As students of Newark State,
completing their daily homework,
we are fighting mad over this
Through contacts with the
whole parking situation, We
Education Department at Newark
understand the State Board of
Education has decided · that we State we know that all students
shall pay $5,00 for the privi- are required to work with chillege of parking on a public road dren for a minimum of sixty'or, if we aspire to a more ad- five hours before the Student
Teaching Experience, We are
venturous feat, in a muddy field,
For this, we thank them and ask interested in having twenty-five
tliem· if they have heard of one of · student volunteers who would be
the principals forwhichwefought willing to contribute two. hours
the American Revoluti9n -- NO a week to assist in this area of
TAXATION WITHOUT REPRE- the program, This is an excellent oppoi;tun.ity to fulfill the reSENTATION. Our parking fees
have grown in leaps and bounds, quirement of working with chilWhen is it going to stop? Why dren as well as an opportunity
is it the same privilege which to gain valuable teaching ex cost us $,50 three years ago perience,
If you are interested in taking
now costs us $5,00? Inflation
advantage
of this program, conmaybe, but we doubt it.
tact Mr. Paul Heintz, Education
It's about time something was
done, If we students don't speak Director at Janet Memor ial Home
· up soon, and as a body, we'll for Children, 700 Salem Avenue,
Elizabeth. Telephone number,
be paying for toilet privileges
EL 4-8600. In doing this you
next,
will be performing a worthIrately yours,
while service while receiving
Basia Wdch and
experience which will be valuR, Dennis Swanson,
able to your future career.

Let ters

HELP WANTED FOR CHILDREN
To the editor:
Janet Memo.rial Home for
Children is located Just five
minutes from Newark State,
They have approximately fifty
children living at Janet, who
attend the Elizabeth Public
Schools, The population is made
up of many socially and emotionally distrubed children who
have been placed here either
voluntarily or by the courts,
Janet Memorial is operated on
a non-profit basis and is a Red
Feather Community Chest Agency,
Many of the children h av e
been adversely affected by their

Sincerely yours,
Paul Heintz
A REQUEST
To the editor:
It seems that my accommodations at my new hotel do not
please me, While I do not want
to be too much of a pest during
my stay in New York, a change
of room for me would be most
desirable at this time. Would
it be all right with the administration if l have a cot moved into
the spare room just off the
bookstore, It would not be so
noisy ·there,1 How is the cuisine
in the cafeter~a?
Cubanly yours,
Fidel Castro

Open Letter to Our Readers

The question "why?" is the
most important one that any
person can ever ask himself,
For answering it entails an
analysis of his basic philosophy
and the principles by which he
lives,
This is no less true of an
organization of individuals, Before .it can begin !O function proflerly it must decide exactly what
its purpose is, and then attempt
to fulfill its purpose,
It is for this reason that the
REFLECTOR is here attempting to state its philosophy. We
hope that in the coming year we
will carry out this philosophy
with all its ramifications.
(1) OUR FIRST DUTY IS TO
INFORM, We must always rels is at the very least dis-·· member that we represent a
concerting to le a r n of the two NEWS paper and that one of our
new traffic regulations this year. functions is to convey the news to
By themselves, they are seem- our readers, This means all the
ingly harmless. Five dollars a news, from the enlightening
year is not so very much to pay, through to the tawdry, Naturand in view of the congestion ally, our space is limited, We
in the parking lot, it is only c-annot carry the names of every
sensible to restrict parking to new fraternity pledge, Nor can
people living more than two we cover all the extra-curricular
activities or our faculty memmiles away.
But coming as they do together bers. But as far as we are able
makes them extremely dis- we will present all the news that
is important and relevant to you
tasteful,
The basic question here, more as you readers,
(2) WE ARE EXPECTED TO
than the inconvenience these laws
cause, is the hasty manner in BE ENTERTAINING, We have
which they were passed, They found this difficult to do in the

The Parking Laws

Dr. Hutchinson and Dr. Allen,
who were on hand to give inspiration to the participants,
were -not long regarded with the
.awe . in which professionals
usually are held. They quickly
became friends of the people at
the conference, and the feeling
was reciprocated,
Our one reservation about the
conference is that its results
cannot be immediately
determined, But if Newark State
doesn't show some change this
year, . it will have been no fault
of the conference organizers, If
everyone was as helpful as they .
were and as interested in the
college, we would be a second
Harvard in no time.

The Reason Why
past and will find it difficult now,
but attempt it we shall. "Entertaining" does not mean merely
''amusing", It means presentation of everything -- news included -- in a mannerthatmakes
it interesting and lacking in
dullness, It is difficult for us to
ascertain what is "entertaining"
to everyone of you, but our own
standards must be expected to
sustain us in this area, Your
criticisms (please remember
they can be both constructive and
destructive) and your praise will,
as always, be very helpful,
(3) WE ARE TO PROVIDE A
FORUM FOR PUBLIC EXPRESSION OF OPINION. Here we have
an obligation to ourselves, too. As
editors of the paper, we have the
opportunity and the right to express out thoughts, however
contrary they may be to the ideas
you hold, Our editorial columns
are the place for this, In them,
we intend to speak out: to criticize and to praise whenever we
feel it is called for. No one restricts our field of criticism; no
authority attempts to censor us. ·
If such were to happen, the editors
would feel it their responsibility
to themselves to resist it by
whatever means possible, In our
attempt to present all the relevant news and to comme'nt on it
we are restricted by no laws
save those on obscenity and libel,

At the same time, we are bound
to offer you a market place where
you can sell your ideas, You can
most effectively do this through
a signed letter to the e'ditor. We
are always happy to receive a
letter, even a condemnatory one,
for it means that we are being
read, If you don't like what we
say, feel free to tell us to take
two running jumps into hell; if
you put these sentiments into a
letter, we are Just radical enough
to probably print it,
At this time, it is appropriate
to mention that anything said in
the REFLECTOR is in noway the
opinion of the faculty or administration of the ·school, unless directly cited as · such. And nothing,
excepting the editorials, i~ the
opinion of the editors of the
paper, Our columnists are free
to write as they please, and we
hope that they will often disagree with our editorials. The
opinions they express, however,
are their own, and usually they're
quite welcome to them,
Our philosophy -- · our raison
d'etre -- can be summed up by
saying that this, then, is your
REFLECTOR, lt is published by
the students of Newark State
College for the swdents of
.Newark State College and will,
God help us, continue to be so,
The End
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fresh Gather
For New Type
Of Orientation All Women
lake Note

But none can touch my soul
As when the snowy billows roll,
· And wrapped in innocence
.This scarlet world I find.

On Tuesday, September 27,
there will be a meeting in order
to show the new and old members
how to make a bed roll and pack
• for a camping trip.

'IliE _ENP.•

Modern Dance Club
Seeks .New -Member

Freshman Registration - 1
Freshman orientation and
Today at 3:30 in the gymnasium
registration program this ye~ the Women's Recreation Assowas expanded to permit ciation will hold a meeting to
representatives
of . different orientate all women on campus
campus organizations to be on the purposes and activities of
available for the freshmen their organization. The W.R.A. .
interested in j o in in g . these coordinator, Miss Staples Perorganizations. On T u e s d a y singer, will be on hand to explain
September 13, all of the 504 the point system used in deterfreshmen were collected in the . mining the awards given at their
Coll~ge Center Building for a annual banquet in the Spring.
program intended to orient them
W.R.A handles all after school
to college life both academically activities for women to enable
and socially.
them to spend some time in
The students were split up into enjoying those sports which they
two groups. One went into the have been accustomed to playing
Little Theater to receive inform- in the past, Basketball, volleyation from Dean O'Brien and the ball, tennis, and badminton are
chairman of various departments among the many sports offered by
on the co 11 e g e 's scholastic this organization,
DANCE CLUB IN ACTION? ·
expectations.
It would be worth while for all
The second ·group went into women to attend this meeting,
The Modern Dance Club, one
the cafeteria where Miss Betsy and in particular all freshmen of the few creative groups .on
Davison and freshman president women are urged to attend.
campus, extends an invitation to
protem James Hynes attempted to
the
freshmen
women to
inform them of the many extra· familiarize
themselves with
curricular activities available to
their organization, S en i o r,
them. ·
Laverne Cooper will manage the
When the groups had finished,
group this year assisted by
they changed places,
Andrea Lupree, Marilyn Jacobs
In the afternoon a general
will act as secretary and Judy
testing program was held for all
Berry will serve as the W.R.A.
the students,
representative,
The dance club's tenative
schedule for the year is: Turkish
Night presented by Mr. Erturk;
choreography and composition by
one of the former presidents of
the club,. Mrs. Kay Thompson
Payne to be held October 4; the
Bruce King Pr es ent atioru
supported by the College Center
INFORMAL GET-TO-GETHER Series, on October 12 -- no
Jean Tallas (left) explains the charge; a spring program with
purposes and goals of the National the combined efforts of Mr. Jack
Student AS S O C i ift i O n to an
Platt' s Chorus and the Modern
interested· freshman gir 1,
Dance Club; and the club's annual
Spring program.
The weekly events on the club's
agenda consist of general discussions, choreography, and films.
THE MAD RUSH - Freshmen Needed -- Two men willing to The club also performs in shows
scramble to sign up for eampus
act as managers for the soccer at theatres in the Metropolitan
clubs at orientation on Tuesday team. Preferably one from either area and various Y.W.C.A. SymSeptember 13,
the freshman or sophomore posiums are also arranged with
class. Anyone interested please other c o 11 e g e s in the area
contact Dr. Errington, Chairm1U1 including Paterson, Trenton, and
of the Health and Physical Montclair. These dance clubs
meet usually on Saturday and
Education Department,
exchange ideas and interesting
Newark State's tennis courts discussions on · rhythm and
The afternoon is
will be available for use this movement.
fall by any Newark State student, highlighted by a Master Dance
faculty or other staff member lesson given by a professional
from 9:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. dancer who teaches the group new
techniques of the "dance".
every school day.
In the past the Modern Dance
Participants must furnish their
own equipment, Appropriate Club has served as a means of
tennis clothing should be worn. conveying a mood unsurpassed
Miss C. Stulb in any other organization of this
nature. Anyone who wishes to
There will be a meeting of ALL learn the highly cultural form
girls interested in cheerleading of dancing would be interested in
THE LAW IS LAID DOWN--Dr. some time this week. Watch the this club,
Bush explains scholastic re- bulletin boards for time and
quirements to attentive freshmen,
location,
as Ors, Ranucci, Hutchinson, and
Dolkey wait their turn.

Sports Bulletin

Authorship
by Frank Shyers
How I wish I know
Who -is the author of the snow?
Who, the creator of such a
Sterling tale,
Beside the likes of which
All mortal efforts pale?
It comes unharbingered
And wreathes the world in
Loveliness. --- Oh, there are
Other sights I guess,
Which stir the heart and
Please the mind;

Nature Club
Malces Plans for
·outdoor Trip

The Wapalanne club of Newark
State Coliege is planning a camping trip to Leb,anon State Forest
during the weekend of September
30 and October l and 2.
Committees were arrangedfor
this camping trip so that the
freshman serve so as to get
better asquainted with the club.
The constitution of the club is
going to be revised .by an
executive committee of the club
and a member of each class level.
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by the sophomore and junior
math classes, and were served
_by girls of the same classes.

Thought for the week - This
is the year of protest!

Attention Seniors:
Class meeting,' Monday,
September 26, 6th hour
(1:30-2:30) in the meetings
room,

Our sincere congratulations to
Mr; and Mrs. Selahattin Erturk
on the birth of their son.

Books
By Orville Charles
The fineP,t book I have ever
read is 'The Leopard", by
Guiseppe di Lampedusa. It is
not a long novel, as they go, but
it is a good-sized . pne and a
complex one at that. Frankly
it is the kind of book that makes
reading a pleasure again.
I spend an entire week this
summer reading "The Leopard".
It's not that I'm a slow reader~
but this is the sort of book
whose every sentence requires
a pause and a few moments of
quiet thought or admiration. The
story it tells is a moving, and
at times gripping, one, and I
laid the book aside · with the
conviction that I would return
to read it again soon, and this
I .have just done. At the moment
I am appalled at my inadequacy
to convey fully my admiration
for this work, I may, and will,
say it is a masterpiece, but _it
must be read to be believed.
"The Leopard" of the title is
Don Fabrizio di Salina, a
Sicilian nobleman, whose family
crest is emblazoned with a
figure· of a leopard. His story
begins in 1860 for the reader,
but it goes back much farther
than that.
An Italian prince,
reared in his father's household
in the traditions of aristocracy,
· he is forced to the threshold of
a new world, one he cannot
understand or like, but which
he nevertheless feels compelled
to accept. He finds himself in
a face-to-face confrontation with
democracy.
The· name of Garibaldi was
ringing through the hearts of
every Italian peasant in the year
of Our Lord 1860, . As it rang,
it struck harmonious reverberations in the souls of those who
were not of the ruling class, -but
who had heard of this new form
of society where one man's
opinion was as good as any
other's. It was a powerful call,
arid one that finally could not be
ignored, In May of 1860,
Garibaldi invaded Sicily with his
redshirts, gathering volunteers
as he moved. The revolutionary
phase of the RlSORGIMENTOhad
begun; the first step toward the
unification of Italy had been taken.
Thus Don Fabrizio was thrust
i.Iito a new era. His nephew,
Tancredi, was one of the most
active participants in the
revolution, and the Prince wisely
did not object. He recognized
from the beginning that the · old

regime he knew so well was
dying; the aristocracy was
doomed to loss of 'its power and
prestige and could do nothing to
prevent it; but he recognized also
that it would be foolish to fight
this force surging through all
Europe. Still, prince that he was,
he· could not actively support it
- he refused an offer to serve
in the new Senate - and withdrew
. to his estates and his telescopes.
These later served as the instru. ments .of his liberation. The
Prince was an astronomer who
have even discovered two planets
of his own. His hours in his
observatory gave him much time
for reflection on the events that
were bursting about him daily.
Tancredi marries a wealthy
peasant girl, for he is ambitious
but poor, ·Concetta, the leopard's
daughter, comforts her jilted soul
in an excessively religious
spinsterhood.
And the world
goes on about them, while the
Prince sits physically passive
but mentally the most active of
them all.
It is, of course, the Prince
himself who dominates the book.
When he meets his end ·in the
penultimate chapter of the book,
and decides he has enjoyed but
two years at the most of the
seventy-two he has lived, he is
one of the most memorable and
moving characters in all fiction,
The mood of the book is a sad
one but the novel is a joy. It is
more than a good book. It is a
great one. I can only urge ·you
to read it.
Originally published in Italian,
it owes much of its brilliant
flavor to the no - less - than
inspired translation of Archibald
Colquhoun,
My only regret in this whole
affair is that di Lampedusa will
never win the Nobel Prize, "The
Leopard" is his only published
work, and sadly, there willnever
be any more from his pen, He
wed in 1957, and the Nobel
distinction is only awarded to
writers who have contributed
many works to literature. Yet
Mr. di Lampedusa has given the
world more than a dozen Nobel
Prizes could repay him for. He
has given us the legacy of "The
Leopard". · . He
has_ made
literature 11 t e r at e again. It
suddenly occurs to me that no
man could ask for a finer
monument to himself tha.'1. this.

Math Dept.
Gives Tea

The four classes of math
majors were given a tea by the
Math department on Thursday,
September 15. The social was
held in the Meetings Room of the
College Center.
Sponsored by the Math department and under the general
direction of Dr. Regina Garb,
the tea was the first for
secondary majors at Newark
State, It was also the first time
that four different classes of
mathematics majors had been
gathered together in 9ne room.
Guests of the mathematics
department at the tea included
Dr, Harriet Whiteman, Dr.
Herbert Samenfeld, Assistant
Director of Student Personnel
and Dr. Gene McCreery, Director of Student Teaching.
The members of the Math
department who attended the tea
were, in addition to Dr, Garb,
chairman of the department Dr,
Ernest Ranucci, Dr. Leroy
Johnson, Mr, John -Dickey, and
Mrs. Phyllis F. Kavett,
Senior Peter Barrett served
as master of ceremonies.
' Refreshments were provided

Weekly Calendar
Tuesday, .September 27
3:30-8:30 F.T.A. Conference
7:30
Wapalanne
7:15
I.F .A. Council
Wednesday, September 28
3:00
Soccer-Trenton
3:30
Student Council
Executive Board

College Cent~r.
College Center
College Center
Trenton

Thursday, September 29
8:30-12:00 X-Rays
3:30
W.R.A. Meeting
3:30
Guides Meeting
7:30
Pi Eta Sigma
8:00
Jazz Concert

Gym
Gym
Faculty Dining Room
Meetings Room
Little Theatre

Friday, September 30
2:30
Student Council

Meetings Room

Saturday, October 1
2:00
Soccer-Montclair

Here
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Dewey Put in . Practice Sullivan Elected by Student Apathy on Campus
N.J. Newman Club Condemned at Conference
By Outdoor Ed Asso C•• at ion
•

Dr. L. B. Sharp, executive
d i r e c to r
of the Outdoor
Education
Association, Inc,,
and
distinguished s er vice
professor of Outdoor Education
at Southern Illinois University,
put · Dewey's ideas to work in
actual experience-situations by
taking the children outside and
teaching them to ·utilize their
senses, whereas others tried to
do so in this classroom, This
was the statement of Dr. Allan
Rosebrock, director of teacher
education and certification of the
New Jersey State Department of
Education. He was addressing the
NJ. Outdoor Education Association .at its leadership conference
in the New Jersey State Conservation School at Stokes State
Forest, upon,the conclusion of its
weekend
session Sunday
afternoon, September 18.
Discussing Inter-departmental
and Vertical scope of outdoor
education, Doctor Sharp explained
the importance of teaching all that
ought to and can be learned by
first-hand experiences out-ofdoors with native materials and
rea·l-life situations, The word
"camping", he said; should be
avoided, as the main purpose of
outdoor education is to create
more efficient learning of the
relationship of man to his total
environment.
Newark State was represented
by Mr. Robert Schuhmacher,
advis·o r of NSC's WapalanneClub
and Director of the Outdoor Education program, and Mrs. Marie
c. Katz, a senior and Outdoor
Education Association member.
Mr. Schuhmacher attended the
sessions relating to planning
college participation in student
camping, and Mrs, Katz attended
a field trip conducted by ·Miss
Nancy de Groff, assistant professor at the New Jersey School

Wilkins Urges •..
(Continued from page 1)
their cars to school, he
emphasized that he would have to
have concrete proposals to set
before th e State Board of
Education before he · could ask
them to change the laws they
had set up for all the state
colleges.
President Wilkins explained
that the $5,00 fee will be used
for three main services: first,
to hire people to direct traffic
and guard the . cars when they
were in the parking lot: second,
to provide services forthosewho
use the lot, such as removing
snow and salting the parking
• area when it is icy; third, to
keep the painted boundaries of
th e parking are a s in good
condition,
He also mentioned
that there are plans to provide
further parking spaces within
a very short time, thus alleviating
the present congestion,
(The president pointed out that
exceptions to the two-mile law
have been made in cases where
automobile
travel was a
necessity,)
If the Student Council were
to plan a system providing for
student control of the parking
lot that would work smoothly,
President Wilkins observed, he
would present it to the State
Department of Education. ''I
can't say we'll getwhatwewant,"
he noted, but he stressed the fact
that he was always eager to give
the students an opportunity to
express their opinions. If he
was not .successful in getting
the State Education Department
to approve such a plan he added,
he saw no objection to having
students on the committee for
reconsideration of State policies
on
campus parking when the
committee met in the spring.
"At least we'll know we've had
a chance to be heard," he said,
Another area where he saw
students working in the interest
of the college was in constructing permanent statuary for the
square between Townsend Hall
and the Industrial Arts building
and for the patio of the Student
Center.

· - -·

of Conversation, and a session on
math application of out-of-doors
education conducted by James
Gleason, president of the NJOEA
and outdoor education director
of the Ridgewood public schools.
Dr, Sharp's address was so
inspiring that the group decided
to accept his offer to speak to the
student body and faculty of each
of the state colleges as a means
of conveying to student teachers
on all levels the value of outof - doors education by proper
interpretation to them,
NSC sophomores will all spend
a week at the Stokes· Forest camp
to alert them to the importance of
out - of - doors education in the
-e ntire range of teaching,
Byron Ashbaugh, Supervisor
of Field Service of Nature
·centers for Young America explained the work of his group in
advising communities regarding
setting up local facilities for
helping students learn about the
environment through the facilities
of such centers,
Throughout the conference the
idea of out-of-doors is not confined to camping and can be put
to work for as little as a quarter
of a day at a time in the kindergarten and parts of days in other
days were stressed,
Jules Marron, Senior Public
'R elations of the State D_epartment
of Conservation, told of the facilities being offered the schools,
with as many as eighteen representatives planned to be made
available for assistSlJ.ce to public
school programs,
Other session were led by Clifford Emanuelson, Director of the
New Jersey School of Conservation, and Dr. Clyde Hibbs,
Assistant Professor of the NJ
School of Conservation,
Dr.. Schuhmacher led the
square - dancing on Saturday
evening.
In the past, Pr~sident Wilkins
has done things for N.S.C, that,
in his . words, • 'people said
couldn't be done, " He was
greatly responsible for ·making
the State Board of Education
reverse its decision in the early
fifties to disband Newark State
College,

Editors Demand

•••

(Continued from page 1)
The editors were of the opinion
that in' the former case the
administration
of
Brooklyn
College acted inconsistently with
the basic concepts of a free
press in a free society since
they had e xe r ci s ed -prepublication censorship. In the
latter case it was decided that
the arbitrary . removal of an
editor could only lead to. the
suppression of the debate
necessary for the preservation
of an open academic community,
Representing Newark State
w~re Peter Barrett, Editor and
Andrea Loomis, Managing Editor
of the REFLECTOR,

Jazz Program
Thursday Nite
"Jay Duke's Dixielanders", a
professional jazz band, will
appear at the College Center on
Thursday night from 8:30 to I 0:30
P.M. Featured with the band will
be Bud Freeman, Tenor sa.x
soloist, who, along with Gene
Krupa, Bix Biederbeck and Eddie
Condon, is considered one of the
founders of the Chicago-style of
Dixieland jazz,
Jay Duke's Dixielanders is the
only dixieland band selected to
appear on the Jazz Concert Series
at the huge Melody Top~ sharing
honors with George :Shearing,
Ahmed Jamal, Maynard Ferguson
and Chris Conners, They were
selected to open Morris Hills
Plaza, playing with guest clarinet
soloist, the great Woody Herman,
Bud Freeman, the guest star
of Jay Dukes Dixielanders, has
played with Red Nichols and
Benny Goodman, and was one of
the performers in the famous
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra,

Joan Sullivan,senioratNe"':'ark '
necessarily want a more burdenForty - four Newark State
State was elected -Province
s om e schedule or tougher
Chairman of New Jersey at the College students attending a
recent 46th Annual Newman Club Leadership Conference on · courses in the sense of having
more term papers or reports
Federation Convention, The Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
to
do, but a more stimulating
September
16
18,
flatly
conconvention, attended by approxclassroom atmosphere which
imately
1000 delegates demned student apathy on campus
challenged their thinking,
representing some 800 college and the lack of purpose in most
There were many students
organizations,
and
and university Newman Clubs, student
present who felt that dormitories
was held. in Cleveland, Ohio the resolved to work' to eliminate
on campus would increase stulast week of August and first week these · inadequacies when they
dent interest in extra-curricular
returned to campus, The conof September.
activities, or at least the interest
In the Newman statement of ference was held at the Schiff
of the students housed in the
principles and policies, theNCFC Scout-Leader Training Reserdormitories,
passed a resolution to be a more vation in Mendham.
Many members commented on
The first meeting of this sort
active supporter of World Unithe fact that students' had little to
versity Service by taking . in the history, of the college,
immediate action and assist all its discussions touched on such say in the administration of matefforts
towards sustained topics as the difference between ters that concerned them directly,
pr ·o grams
contributing to college "family" and co 11 e g e such as the parking problem,
international understanding and "community", the lack of com- Since the college is run either by
fellowship, encourages the munication between groups and the local administration or the
individual Newman Clubs to members within a group, and the State Department of Education,
develop programs for increased inadequacy of college courses at they claimed, they couldn't feel
any genuine interest in campus
personal contact with all inter- Newark State,
activities and were therefore
In discussion of student apathy,
national students and resource
personnel regardless of their both in the committees and in reasonably apathetic to what was
the genera~ sessions that were happening around them,
sponsors,
Also, as one student commentMsgr, H. Francis Davis, of held, the forty- four student
Bir:mingham, England, noted leaders cited many reasons for ed, most clubs are autocratically
apathy. Attacking the problem led, either by faculty advisor or
scholar of Cardinal Newman's
life and works, was keynote from the psychological viewpoint, president, The solution to this
speaker.
·
voiced the. opinion that the stu- is for the leaders to recognize
dents of Newark State were their respons~bilities to their
Newly elected officers are:
Edward Pronchinske, University suffering -from a mass inferior- group members and attempt to
of Wisconsin, President; Edward ity complex, engendered partially make the numing of the club
by the national reputation of more democartic, Also, club
Orlett, General Motors Institute,
"teachers colleges" and partially meetings should be held at a
Flint, Mich,, Extension Vice by the attitude of many members more convenient time for the
President; Joanne Prolux,
of the administration that the students who had to leave campus
Carnegie Tech Institute, External
concept of "family" should be for· outside work,
Affairs Vice-President; Thomas
Miss Betsy Dav-ison, Coordinpreserved - that the faculty and
Grange, Union College, Internal
ator of Student Activities, Basia
administration are the parents
Affiars
Vice-President; and
of the student - children and that Welch, Rosmarie Piergrossi and
Gladys Merka, Texas Women's
these latter must be prevented Ted Wojtowicz were the organUniversity, Treasurer.
from doing too much, As a izers of the conference.
Dr. John Hutchinson and Dr.
consequence, it was felt, students
didn't think that their efforts Robert Allen, both members of
could accomplish much in areas Newark State's faculty, and Dr,
they really considered important, Gordon Klopf, of Teacher's ColIn addition, more students tended lege at Columbia University,
The college handbook has taken to identify with their home peer served as advisors to the conon a new look' this year. Under group than with their feelow stu- ference,
At the opening session, Dr,
the direction of Mr. James Day,
dents and the college in general,
it has become longer, leaner and
From a sociological standard, Klopf defined the four types of
is complemented by several the fact that many campus or- leaders that were bound to be
cartoons depicting various . ganizations did not have any present at the conference and
student activites, The cartoons
clear, well-defined goals left urged his listeners to watch for
are the work of junior, Lorenzo their purposes too vague to them: the autocratic, the beneGilchrist, The handbook has
arouse any enthusiastic student volent autocrat, the laissez-faire
leader, and the democratic leadtaken on the shape of a contem- interest,
porary card without the sadism
The members of the confer- er, In role-playing sessions on
attached.
ence, in conside,r ing these . Saturday, the students were able
Some of the more salient problems, voiced the opinion that to see these different kinds of
features of the new handbook they should work as hard as leaders as they would operate.
In a speech on 9atur~ay mornincluo.e the explanation of the possible to give their clubs some
many where, what, how, and who idea of purpose and some concept ing, Dr, Hutchinson said that a
group · must have well-defined
questions that the newest mem- of what they ought to do,
bers of our "community" will
It was also suggested that, goals before it could go anylikely be asking the first year.
because of lack of adequate com - where, and that a good leader
A convenient blank schedule, for munications between the Student must be able to perceive these
those who wish to have easy Council and the students, the goals clearly and directthe group
access to the place and time of Student Council failed to repre- toward them,
Dr. Allen, after giving the
their next class, is at the center sent full student opinion. One of
of the booklet, A shoe - saving the means to prevent this, as conference an opportunity to view
feature, to eliminate ex c es s
offered by one of the participants the film "Twelve Angry Men",
running to bulletin boards, is the in the conference, is to post, discussed the roles of the jurors
official college calendar on the prior to a meeting, the proposed in this dramatization of a jury's
back cover listing the mo re agenda, and also to keep a list deliberations in a murder case,
important events scheduled for on the bulletin boards of the He also asked the members of the
the academic year.
Council members and their mail.:. meeting to identify the types of
DAY SEEKS NEW STUDENTS boxes.
persons portrayed in the film
Mr, James Day, director of
In discussing the intellectual and to attempt to discover the
the new college handbook, would climate of NSC at the Friday "personal agenda" of each of
like to speak to any interested evening General Session, the them,
students who would be willing to general opinion, as expressed
The conference was financed by
take over the organization and by many members of the group, the Student Council and' the adlay-out of the college handbook, was that there was not enough ministration of Newark State
You may contact Mr. Day at his stim_ulation of student minds by College,
office in the college center faculty members, The speakers
building marked informational made it clear •that they did not
services or by mail in Townsend
Hall.
attached to the rear windows of
the cars.
In view of the coming election,
Students who may need per- a Newark State College. Young
mis.sion to operate a car on Republican Club is being formed
campus must obtain a special on campus, Membership in the
permit through the office of club will not be restricted to
Student Personnel. Anyone who Republicans, or to students who
Two parking regulations have is physically disabled or is per- are 'tWenty-one years of age or
gone into effect this year that forming an official college older. All "students for Nixon"
were non-existent last year, The function is considered qualified are cordially invited to attend
first is that parking fees shall for one of these special permits. meetings.
The first meeting
be five dollars per car per year.
No cars must be parked in such will be held tomorrow evening
The second is that students living a way as to obstruct traffic, nor at 7:30 P.M., in the meetings
in a campus residence hall pr may students park in any place room, A film on Vice President
within two miles of campus may other than the lot near Morris Nixon will be shown, and will be
not drive their cars to school, Avenue or the spaces across followed by a social period,
These new regulations were Conant Avenue near the gym.
The sponsor of the club will
passed by the State Department Anyone who drives on campus be Dr. John Hutchinson; chairman
of Education this summer and roads must observe the speed of the Social Studies department,
affect all New Jersey state limits of twelve miles an hour.
•
The Parking Committee
colleges.
Parking fines are two dollars
would like to re-inform all
The regulations of last year for each violation of these rules.
students that the new par king
are still in effect, Everyone If not paid or appealed within five
stickers are to be attached to
driving a car must register and, days, the fine is automatically
the OUTSIDE rear window,
in the case of an individual who raised to five dollars. The Parklower left corner. Converuses two different cars, each ing Committee, which considers ,
tible o-Aners are to place
one must be registered, Parking all appeals of · fines, will notify
stickers on the left rear
stickers were provided at regis- students· if their appeal is acceptwindow,
tration for all cars, and must be ed or rejected,

Day Seeks Students
For Handbook Work

Republican Club
Forms at NS(

New Parking
Fees and Rules

